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ABSTRACT
Online privacy is an increasingly important problem, as many ser-
vices are now offered in a digital form. Privacy (or the lack thereof)
is of a special concern in subscriptions to large data repositories
with heterogeneous information, where the service provider can
easily profile its users and sell that information to third parties. In
this work we present the design and implementation of a system
that closely resembles the current practice of subscriptions to many
services such as newspapers, digital libraries, music collections,
etc., but at the same time offers anonymous access to the service.
As with current practice, in our solution a user subscribes to the
service obtaining access to it for a certain period of time, at the end
of which the subscription expires.

In our system user access is always anonymous and no two trans-
actions by the same user can be linked together. Moreover, the sys-
tem assures a high level of protection to the service provider, as
a user cannot share her subscription credentials with others with-
out denying herself access to the service. We present experimen-
tal results showing that the design of our system results in only
small computation overheads, in addition to having very lowcom-
munication requirements. The main objective of this work isthus
to illustrate the practically of integrating anonymity into today’s
subscription-based services.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]:
Security and Protection—Authentication

General Terms
Security, Design.

Keywords
Privacy, anonymous access, signatures, zero-knowledge proofs.

1. INTRODUCTION
This work focuses on practical aspects of realizing pre-paid sub-

scriptions to digital services in a setting where legitimate users can
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access such services anonymously. The services we considerin-
clude online newspapers, databases, digital libraries, music collec-
tions, etc. Two important considerations that governed thedesign
of the system are: (i) anonymous access to the documents, objects,
and files included in the subscription; and (ii) the flexibility in sub-
scription periods and types of access.

The model of operation considered here is rather simple and nat-
urally resembles currently existing services (not necessarily web-
based or digital): a customer subscribes to an online or digital
service for a certain period of time by making a payment for the
duration of the subscription. Her subscription takes effect at end
of the payment protocol and expires once the subscription interval
is over, i.e., similar to how most (non-anonymous) serviceswork
today. There is no limit on how many times the service can be
accessed during that time interval. Subscription lengths might vary
depending on the application (e.g., subscription for a month, a year,
promotional free subscription for a few days, etc.), and we would
like to support services where the time granularity for the system is
small (e.g., a day or less) to allow for flexible start and end times.
If the service provider offers a number of subscription types (e.g.,
basic and premium packages), each customer will be free to choose
her subscription type.

In the world where a user’s online presence can be easily moni-
tored, we seek user privacy, which is particularly important in case
of services that provide access to information on a broad range of
topics. If access isanonymous, the service provider has no infor-
mation about the (legitimate) items a customer is accessingand is
unable to take advantage of customer access history (by building
profiles, selling this information to third parties, etc.).This also
corresponds to the currently existing (non-digital) practices, as no
one monitors what articles an individual reads in a newspaper or
what books he browses at a library. It is obvious that an anonymous
setting is not appropriate for access to restricted-use or potentially
dangerous material access to which might require auditing by law,
but rather can be used with commercially valuable but innocuous
content such as databases of past events, historical trading transac-
tions, music, etc.

There are a number of existing anonymity tools in the literature,
but the straightforward use of any of them has certain drawbacks.
For example, digital credentials require tying user credentials to
some other information or infrastructure such as PKI to prevent
system abuse, which might be difficult to do for a stand-aloneser-
vice. As another example, group signatures also permit realization
of anonymous access, but require user re-keying at each timeslot
and become unacceptable when such time slots are short (e.g., a day
or less). Most literature on access control that considers time, on
the other hand, deals with RBAC models, where anonymity is never
considered. Thus, being able to combine time and anonymous ac-



cess together provides us with a powerful tool to closely resemble
current subscription-based services and ensure flexible and privacy-
preserving data access.

In this work we adopt existing anonymity techniques to design
a solution that is both convenient to the user and safe for theser-
vice provider (even a stand-along service). We achieve a high level
of security for the service provider by ensuring that a user cannot
misuse her access rights. Similar to digital credentials, each user
is issued an anonymous token that permits access to the service.
The key difference in our mode of operation, however, is thatif a
user duplicates her token and gives a copy to a friend, she will deny
herself access to the service.1 We achieve this by issuing single-
use tokens to each user: on each access a user spends her current
(anonymous) token and is issued a new token. To the best of our
knowledge, no current solution provides anonymous access that al-
lows to achieve this level of protection and at the same time enforce
terminations of a subscription at its expiration date.

Another important aspect in showing the practicality of oursys-
tem is performance of the solution. Low computation overheads
will foster adoption of such tools and one of our goals here isto
evaluate such overheads. To implement anonymous tokens, weuse
an efficient signature scheme over elliptic curves of compact size.
According to our experiments, user computation per access can
normally be under 1.5 second on a commodity workstation with
a server computation being under 1 second (using the same com-
putational power). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that reports on empirical performance results of an anony-
mous authentication scheme.

To summarize, we present the design and performance analysis
of the first system that simultaneously achieves the following prop-
erties:

• access by a user to the data repository is provably anony-
mous;

• the size of authentication token is constant and does not de-
pend on the number of users in the system;

• subscription dates are flexible, and each subscription is ter-
minated at its expiration date;

• termination of a subscription does not affect other users in
the system;

• strong protection for the service provider is guaranteed, as no
user can share or duplicate her credentials.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 wegive
an overview of related work. The problem setting and security re-
quirements are presented in Section 3, then Section 4 provides a
high-level description of our solution. Section 5 describes build-
ing blocks, followed by a description of user-server interaction in
Section 6. Section 7 describes our experiments and reports on per-
formance results. Finally, Section 8 comments on extensions and
concludes this work.

2. RELATED WORK
This work is related to a number of research directions, and we

discuss each such line of research separately.

Subscription-based services.Persiano and Visconti [32] address
the problem of remote subscription-based services, and it is the
closest to our work. The authors modify the SSL/TLS protocol
1In some other solutions, duplicating the token and its usageby
several people undetected is feasible.

(used with X.509 certificates) to achieve privacy, but the solution
requires authentication linear in the number of users in thesystem
(both computation and communication). Their solution can be in-
tegrated into existing infrastructures, but for popular services with
a large number of users it becomes infeasible (e.g, for a system of
10,000 users, the authors report authentication of 40-50 seconds).
Another work on anonymous authentication [34] has similar prop-
erties, but its performance is also linear in the number of users in
the system.

Another work on subscription-based services in the anonymous
setting is due to Ramzan and Ruhl [33]. The model, however, is
such that a user obtains a fixed number of accesses to the service
with no expiration date. This does not solve our problem where we
permit an unlimited number of accesses, but enforce expiration of
user access rights.

Group signatures.Group signatures allow a member of a group to
sign messages anonymously on behalf of that group. A large draw-
back of using them to realize anonymous subscriptions is that there
is no convenient way to terminate group membership. That is,in
group signature schemes that support revocation (e.g., [1,4, 9, 13,
11, 37]), a member is revoked by (i) using a list of revoked users
(every time a signature is verified, it is checked against thelist of
revoked users); or (ii) updating the secret key every time a user is
revoked. Since in our model revocation is not a rear event, requir-
ing each user to perform work linear in the number of revocations
is infeasible. Another work [24] allows for user revocationwithout
affecting other users in the system, but requires all users to authen-
ticate by going through a third party (not affiliated with theserver
provider), causing additional overhead and infrastructure costs.

Digital credentials. Digital credentials (e.g., [6, 15]) allow some-
one to authenticate or obtain access to certain resources byshowing
credentials that are certified by a trusted authority and aretied to the
user’s public key. In the original scheme [6], multiple showings of
the same digital credential were linkable, but recent work [2, 17]
allows digital credentials to be randomized and achieves unlinka-
bility. The biggest weakness with using them, however, is that such
certificates can be shared or duplicated by dishonest users (and even
simultaneous uses of the same credential cannot be detected). To
overcome this limitation, [6] suggests encoding confidential data
of the applicant into the digital credential. To make users liable,
however, a certificate that, for instance, encodes a user’s key to ac-
cess a bank account as a protective measure must be accepted at
the bank, which makes it hard to bootstrap certificate applications
in practice [6]. [2] suggests binding a credential to the user by re-
quiring the user to use an important secret key she owns everytime
she uses the certificate. Similarly, tying a credential to the user’s
important secret implies existence of an underlying infrastructure,
which might not be readily available and too costly for the service
provider to build and/or maintain. Our solution, on the other hand,
provides a stronger security guarantee: it is simply not possible to
create multiple valid copies of a user’s credential since each cre-
dential consists of a chain of single-use tokens. In addition, any
measures for protecting digital credentials from being shared can
be used with our system as well.

Digital cash and k-times anonymous authentication. Digital
cash could potentially be used for anonymous subscriptionsif we
use a coin to permit access to the subscription service during a sin-
gle time interval. There are schemes that permit a coin to be spend
up tok times (such as in [7, 8] andk-times anonymous authentica-
tion [39, 31, 12]), which would allow a user to access the service
multiple times during each time interval. The limitations of using
these solutions in our setting, however, outweigh its advantages.



That is, we want to permit a user to access the service an unlimited
number of times during each time interval, which means that the
thresholdk will have to be set to a high value. This unnecessar-
ily increases a coin size and practically disables benefits of such
schemes, since their goal is to prevent over-spending. Additionally,
it is unclear how to enforce a coin to be spent during the pre-defined
time interval (or “expire” unspent coins) and how to ensure that the
number of issued coins is not linear in the subscription length.

Unlinkable serial transactions.Stubblebine, Syverson, and Gold-
schlag [38] gave an interesting approach based on a single-use to-
ken: when a user subscribes, she receives an (anonymous) token.
At the time of access to the service, the token is spent and theuser
receives a different token (the server stores all tokens used). By
deviating from the protocol, not only a customer cannot gainany-
thing, but also might lose his access privileges. This scheme is effi-
cient and is well suited for, for instance, pay-per-view service, but
does not work in our setting because there is no way in this scheme
to stop the chain and force subscription termination. That is, in or-
der for a single subscription to be terminated, the system-wide key
must be changed. This means that we have to send new creden-
tials to all of the remaining users, which provides a huge burden on
both the users and the system and clearly is not suitable. That is,
our goal is to achieve the mode of operation where termination of
a single user’s subscription does not affect other users, just like in
the systems we use today.

3. THE MODEL
In this section we define the model of secure anonymous sub-

scriptions. In what follows, we let the service provider to spec-
ify different types of subscriptions for its users. Note that usage
of subscription types greatly increases the expressive power of the
scheme, as it allows the service provider to specify what objects
each category of users is allowed to access and at what times (e.g.,
discontinuous time intervals such as evenings-and-weekends sub-
scriptions are now supported, as well as traditional varying grades
of service packages).

Let us first define some notation. Let time be partitioned into
time intervalsti (of possibly varying lengths), withti+1 following
ti and andtcurr denoting the current time interval. Then an access
functionf , given a subscription typestype and a time intervaltx,
returns the set of objects (or data items) accessible by a holder of
stype at timetx. Note thatf does not take into account subscrip-
tion expiration or the current time interval, but still might return an
empty set depending on the subscription type (e.g., if the access is
based on the time of the day or day of the week). We assume that
payment information (if applicable) is available for all subscription
types and durations and is implicit in the foregoing description. An
anonymous subscription scheme is then comprised of the following
procedures:

• Setup: The server generates a public key/secret key pair and
publishes its public key.

• Subscribe: During this protocol, a user who requests a sub-
scription typestype for a durationd becomes a valid sub-
scriber from timetstart until tend, whered = tend − tstart,
and obtains from the server her credential informationcred.

• Access: It is a protocol between a subscriber and the server
that, given customer credentialscred and a requested object
o, provides the customer with the contents of the objecto if
bothtcurr ≤ tend ando ∈ f(stype, tcurr) and then updates
cred.

We assume that, given a subscription typestype, function f can
be successfully computed and enforced and concentrate on proper
authentication and termination of customer access rights at the ap-
propriate time. The properties we seek from a secure anonymous
subscription scheme are:

• Correctness:Any subscriber who joined and received cre-
dentials usingSubscribe must be able to access the prescribed
resources usingAccess during her subscription period.

• Soundness:Only legitimate subscribers are able to authen-
ticate and obtain access to the prescribed resources during
their subscription period. This applies to a coalition of users
as well: any subset of colluding users cannot obtain access
to more resources than what they can already legitimately
access.

• Anonymity:No one is able to identify an authenticated sub-
scriber within her category or to decide whether two differ-
ent executions of theAccess protocol were performed by the
same subscriber.

Besides these properties, for efficiency and usability reasons we re-
quire the (non-security related) property ofTaking effect fast. This
means that the time interval when the service was requested and
the time interval when the subscription takes effect are sought to be
very close in time.

4. OVERVIEW OF THE SOLUTION
Here we give an overview of interaction between a userU and

the serverS in our solution at two stages:subscribingto the service
andaccessingthe service.

At the subscription time: The protocol consists of the following
steps:

1. A userU and the service providerS agree on the subscrip-
tion type (call itt) and the subscription duration (represented
as the expiration date and timed). The user pays for her
subscription.

2. To generate the first access token,U andS pick a randomm
and compute a commitment on itcom(m) in such a way that
S does not knowm but is convinced thatU knows it.

3. S creates an authentication tokenσ (which is a signature on
m, t, andd) by usingt, d, andcom(m) and sends it toU .

4. U verifies the validity of the token, which will allow future
access to the service.

At the time of access: Every time the userU would like to ac-
cess the service, she will need to reveal the access typet to the
server, which will allowS to enforce proper access control. Note
that revealing the user’s subscription type does not compromise the
anonymity of the access, asU remains anonymous within her sub-
scription type. The exact interaction betweenU andS is as follows:

1. U randomizes her tokenσ (described later) so that it cannot
be linked to her, and sendsσ, t, and information aboutm to
S . U also proves toS thatσ is a valid signature onm, t, and
some date in the future (i.e.,d is kept secret).

2. S checks to make sure thatm has not been used before and
grants access to the service.



3. To generate a new authentication token,U picks a new ran-
dom m̂, computes a commitment to itcom(m̂) and proves
to S that she knows its opening.

4. S creates a new token̂σ using commitmentcom(m̂) and the
previous token that contains information aboutt andd and
sends it toU . This new token will correspond to a signature
onm + m̂, t, andd.

5. U verifies the validity of̂σ.

As can be seen from the above, the service provider must maintain
a database of previously used tokens (i.e., store each usedm, which
is about 20 bytes long). We, however, would like to point out that,
unlike e-cash systems, the database size will be limited because the
authentication tokens have limited validity. If we letTmax denote
the longest possible subscription, thenS needs to store used tokens
for at most2Tmax time intervals in the past, and all older tokens
can be safely discarded. This prevents the database from growing
indefinitely.

5. BUILDING BLOCKS

5.1 Preliminaries
The signature scheme which the server uses to construct authen-

tication tokens uses groups with bilinear maps. Thus, we review
the definition of groups with pairings next. In what follows,we use

a
R
← G to mean thata is chosen at random from all of the possible

values thatG can take.

DEFINITION 1 (BILINEAR MAP ). A one-way functione : G×
G→ GT is a bilinear map if the following conditions hold:

• (Efficient)G andGT are groups of the same prime orderq,
and there exists an efficient algorithm for computinge.

• (Bilinear) For all g ∈ G anda, b ∈ Zq, e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab.

• (Non-degenerate) Ifg generatesG, thene(g, g) generates
GT .

Assume there is an algorithm that, on input a security parameter
κ, generates groupsG andGT of prime orderq with a bilinear map
e : G × G → GT and an elementg ∈ G such thatG = 〈g〉 and
GT = 〈e(g, g)〉.

5.2 The signature scheme
In this work we make use of Camenisch-Lysyanskaya (CL) sig-

nature scheme [15]. Thus, here we briefly review this scheme that
consists of the key generation, signing, and verification algorithms.

KeyGen: Generate(q, G, GT , g, e). Chooses
R
← Zq andu

R
←

Zq. Set the secret keysk = (s, u) and the public keypk =
(q, G, GT , g, e, gs, gu).

Sign: To sign a messagem ∈ Zq, first chooseα
R
← Zq and set

a = gα. The signatureσ is computed asσ = (a1, a2, a3) =
(a, au, as+sum).

Verify: To verify a signatureσ = (a1, a2, a3) on messagem,
check its every field by performing:

(1) e(a1, g
u) = e(a2, g) (2) e(a1, g

s)e(a2, g
s)m = e(a3, g).

The security of the signature scheme relies on the LRSW assump-
tion [29, 15]):

DEFINITION 2 (LRSWASSUMPTION). SupposeS = gs and
U = gu, S, U ∈ G, and letOSU be an oracle that on inputx ∈ Zq

outputs a tupleA = (a, au, as+sux) for a randomly chosena ∈ G.
Then for all polynomial time adversariesA, ε(κ) in the following
equation is a negligible function:

Pr[s, u← Zq; S = gs; U = gu;

(a1, a2, a3)← A
OSU (q, G, GT , g, S, U) :

a 6∈ Q;∧ x ∈ Zq ∧ x 6= 0 ∧ a1 ∈ G ∧ a2 = au
1 ∧

a3 = as+sux
1 ] = negl(κ)

whereQ is the set ofA’s queries toOSU .

Using the above scheme, it is possible to obtain a signature on a
committed messagem without disclosing it to the signer. It is also
possible to prove knowledge of a signature on a message in zero
knowledge (i.e., without disclosing any information aboutthe mes-
sage itself or revealing the original signature). Note thatother sig-
nature schemes (such as [14]) can be used instead, as long as the
above properties hold (i.e., obtaining a signature on a committed
message without disclosing the message to the signer and proving
possession of a valid signature without disclosing the original sig-
nature or the message).

In the above description, the scheme does not unconditionally
hide the messagem, which is undesirable in cases whenm must
be kept secret from the verifier (i.e., in the above, given a signature
on an unknown message, one can try different values form in the
second step of signature verification until a match is found;this at-
tack can be successful with high probability if the message domain
is small). To address this, the above scheme can be extended to sup-
port signatures on two messages(m, r) wherer is chosen at ran-
dom and unconditionally hidesm in the signature. This extension
will allow the signer to produce a signature on committed value
without learning the value being signed and also prove the knowl-
edge of a signature without disclosing the message. Furthermore,
if the message is completely hidden, one will be able to random-
ize the signature, so that it is infeasible to tell whether the original
signature and its randomized version correspond to the samemes-
sage or not. The next section shows how signatures on blocks of
messages (two or more messages) can be created and randomized.

5.3 Signatures on multiple messages
As given in [15], to extend the above scheme to support multiple

messages(m0, . . ., mn), the secret and public keys are expanded
and the signature now has additional fields. For instance, tosign
two messages(m0, m1), the secret key will consists of(s, u, z1),
and the public key will bepk = (q, G, GT , g, e, gs, gu, gz1). To
sign (m0, m1, m2), setsk = (s, u, z1, z2) andpk = (q, G, GT ,
g, e, gs, gu, gz1 , gz2), etc.

Our subscription scheme (given in Section 6) uses signatures on
messages(m, r, t, d), wherer is a random number used to hide
other values. A signatureσ on (m, r, t, d) will then look like:

σ = (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9)

= (a, az1 , az2 , az3 , au, auz1 , auz2 , auz3 , as+su(m+z1r+z2t+z3d)).

To verify such a signature, we need to verify all of the fields in
it. For instance, for message(m, r, t, d), the verification proce-
dure consists of the following steps, in addition to (1)e(a1, g

u) =
e(a5, g):

for z1 : (2) e(a1, g
z1) = e(a2, g); (3) e(a2, g

u) = e(a6, g);

for z2 : (4) e(a1, g
z2) = e(a3, g); (5) e(a3, g

u) = e(a7, g);

for z3 : (6) e(a1, g
z3) = e(a4, g); (7) e(a4, g

u) = e(a8, g);



for the message:

(8) e(a9, g) = e(a1, g
s)e(a5, g

s)me(a6, g
s)re(a7, g

s)te(a8, g
s)d.

To randomize signatureσ (issued on any number of messages), we
need to randomly chooser1 andr2 from Zq, raise all fieldsai of σ
to r1, and additionally raise the last field of the signature tor2.

To have the signer produce a signature on an unknown message,
it is sufficient to send a commitment to that message to the signer,
from which it will be able to form the signature. The commitment
scheme used is Pedersen commitment, and a commitment tom will
look like com(m) = gm(gz1)r, from which the signer can form
a signature on(m,r). Similarly, given a commitment to several
messages, a signature on all of them can be formed.

5.4 Zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge
Prior literature provides efficient zero-knowledge proofsof knowl-

edge (ZKPK) for a variety of statements, with many efficient proofs
being based on the discrete logarithm problem (see, e.g., [21, 19,
16, 5, 10]). Throughout this discussion assume that we are given a
group of prime orderq and generatorsg, h, g1, . . ., gn. Camenisch
and Stadler [18] introduced notation for various proof of knowl-
edge and we follow their notation here. For example,

PK{(α, β, γ) : A = gαhβ ∧B = gαhγ ∧ (α ≥ a)}

denotes a ZKPK of integersα, β, andγ, whereA = gαhβ , B =
gαhγ , andα ≥ a for some known value ofa.

One of the ZKPKs used in our protocols is the proof of knowl-
edge of the discrete logarithm representation2, a solution to which
is well known. For the purpose of completeness of this work and
to facilitate deployment of these techniques, we describe it in Ap-
pendix A. All ZKPKs that we use require that the discrete loga-
rithm problem is hard inG. More information on other proofs of
knowledge used in our scheme is given in Section 6.

6. THE SCHEME

6.1 The protocols
Setup: S generates(q, G, GT , g, e) and choosess, u, z1, z2, z3

R
←

Zq. The secret key issk = (s, u, z1, z2, z3) and the public key is
pk = (q, G, GT , g, e, gs, gu, gz1 , gz2 , gz3).

Subscribe:

1. U andS negotiateU ’s subscription typet ∈ Zq and expira-
tion date/timed ∈ Zq .

2. To create the first token,U picks at randommU , r
R
← Zq,

sends the commitmentM = gmU (gz1)r to S , and gives a
ZKPK of the opening of the commitment:

PK{(α, β) : M = gα(gz1)β}

S picksmS , sends it toU , and both computeM ′ = MgmS ,
which is a commitment onm = mU + mS .

3. S produces a signatureσ on m, t, andd usingM ′ such that
σ = (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8, a9) (as in Section 5.3).
Since the only field that depends on the messages isa9, S
computes it asa9 = as+su(z2t+z3d)Msuα, wherea = gα =
a1 for a randomly chosenα.

4. U checks the signatureσ on(m, r, t, d) by checking all fields
(see Section 5.3).

2Representation ofy to the basesg1, . . ., gn is the integers
x1, . . ., xn, where0 ≤ xi < q − 1 for eachi = 1, . . ., n, such
thaty =

Qn

i=1 gxi
i .

Access:

1. U choosesr1, r2
R
← Zq and randomizesσ (as in Section 5.3).

U sendsm, t, and (randomized)σ to S . (Through the rest
of this protocol we assume thatσ’s fieldsa1 througha9 have
been modified according to the randomization procedure.)

2. U proves in zero knowledge thatσ is a valid signature onm,
t and some unknownd whered ≥ tcurr using the following
proof of knowledge:

(a) BothU andS locally computevr = e(a6, g
s),

vd = e(a8, g
s), vsig = e(a9, g), and

V = e(a1, g
s) · e(a5, g

s)m · e(a7, g
s)t.

(b) U andS execute a ZKPK protocol for:

PK{(α, β, γ) : vγ
sig = V · vα

r · v
β
d ∧ β ≥ tcurr}

3. S checks to ensure thatm has not been used before and, if
true, access to the service can be granted.

4. To generate a new token,U picks newm̂, r̂
R
← Zq, computes

commitmentM̂ = (am̂
1 ar̂

2)
r2 = (am̂

1 az1r̂
1 )r2 , and sendsM̂

to S . U andS execute a ZKPK

PK{(α, β) : M̂ = aα
1 aβ

2}

5. S produces a signature on(m + m̂, r + r̂, t, d) as follows:

Chooseβ
R
← Zq and randomize all signature fields that do

not depend on̂m or r̂ (i.e., all fields excepta9) usingβ. S
updatesa9 usingM̂ as inσ̂ = (aβ

1 , aβ
2 , aβ

3 , aβ
4 , aβ

5 , aβ
6 , aβ

7 ,
aβ
8 , (a9M̂

su)β) and sendŝσ to U .

6. U setsm = m + m̂ (mod q), r = r + r̂ (mod q), and

a9 = a
r
−1

2

9 and verifies that̂σ is a valid signature on(m, r, t, d).

Note that rounds of interaction can be a valuable resource, in which
case it will be desired to reduce their number. Under such cir-
cumstances, non-interactive zero knowledge proofs can be used in-
stead of the regular interactive proofs. Using standard Fiat-Shamir
heuristic [26] to make proofs non-interactive, however, introduces
the random-oracle model which often is undesirable. On the pos-
itive side, recent work of Groth and Sahai [28] provides a way
to build general non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs for groups
with bilinear maps without relying on random oracles. In particu-
lar, this led to the development of new signature schemes with non-
interactive protocols by Belenkiy et al. [3]. Such signature schemes
could replace the CL signature scheme used in our protocols to re-
sult non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs in cases it is crucial to
minimize interaction between the server and the user.

6.2 Proving the validity of a subscription
The proof of knowledge given in step 2 of theAccess protocol

can be re-written as:

PK{(α, β, γ) : V = (v−1
r )α · (v−1

d )β · vγ
sig ∧ (β ≥ tcurr)}

Its first part can be executed using a proof of knowledge of thedis-
crete logarithm representation (see Appendix A), and the second
part requires a range proof for a hidden exponentβ. The latter can
normally be accomplished by sending a commitment to the expo-
nent and showing that the committed value lies within a specific
interval [a, b].

The most efficient range proof to date is due to Boudot [5], butit
must be carried out using groups of unknown order (i.e., arithmetic
is modulon = pq, wherep andq are not known to either the prover



or verifier). Unfortunately, creating such a group during protocol
execution and integrating the proof into our setting makes this ap-
proach impractical. Thus, we employ a classical bitwise proof [30]
showing that a committed number is in the range[0, 2k−1], which
may be impractical in general, but works well in our case. To show
thatd ≥ tcurr, it is sufficient to prove thatd − tcurr is a positive
number of at mostk bits long for somek of the service provider’s
choice. Then ifd is not in the near future, the user will not be able
to construct such a proof (i.e.,d − tcurr mod q is then a large
|q|-bit number). For this application, it is sufficient to setk to a
small value, as long as2k exceeds the number of time slots in the
largest subscription. For instance, if each slotti corresponds to a
day, settingk to 9 will support yearly subscriptions.

Let x = x02
0 +x12

1 + . . .+xk−12
k−1 for xi ∈ {0, 1} andi =

0, . . ., k−1 be the binary representation ofx. Then the range proof
for x is conducted by sending to the serverA = com(x) = gxhy

andAi = com(xi) = gxihyi , for i = 0, . . ., k − 1, where each

yi is chosen randomly fromZq andA =
Qk−1

i=0 A2i

i , and showing
that eachxi hidden incom(xi) is either 0 or 1. In other words, the
exact statement that the user proves is of the form:

PK{(α, β, γ, δ, δ0, . . ., δk−1, τ, τ0, . . ., τk−1) :

V = v−α
r · v−β

d · vγ
sig ∧A = gδhτ ∧

∧A =
k−1
Y

i=0

(gδihτi)2
i

s.t. δi ∈ {0, 1} ∧

∧β − δ = tcurr}

We give more details on how exactly this proof is constructedin
Appendix A.

6.3 Security analysis
The security of our solution heavily relies on the security of CL

signature scheme and proofs of knowledge used. In particular, un-
forgeability and anonymity requirements are fulfilled by the prop-
erties of the signature scheme. Let us examine each of the required
security properties in more detail.

The correctness property is straightforward and can be shown
by examination. TheSubscribe protocol consists of two main ele-
ments: issuing a signature on a committed message and a ZKPK,
correctness of both of which has been previously demonstrated.
Correctness of theAccess protocol also mostly due to the proper-
ties of the signature scheme, and the only part that we need toshow
is that a newly formed token which the user obtains at the end of
step 6 corresponds to a valid signature on(m+m̂, r+ r̂, t, d). The
tokenU has at the end is:

(aβ
1 , aβ

2 , aβ
3 , aβ

4 , aβ
5 , aβ

6 , aβ
7 , aβ

8 , (a9M̂
su)βr

−1

2 ) =

= (ar1β , az1r1β, az2r1β , az3r1β , aur1β , auz1r1β,

auz2r1β , auz3r1β ,

(a(s+su(m+z1r+z2t+z3d))r1r2asu(m̂+z1r̂)r1r2)r
−1

2 )

= (b, bz1 , bz2 , bz3 , bu, buz1 , buz2 , buz3 ,

bs+su(m+m̂+z1(r+r̂)+z2t+z3d))

wherea is the base ofU ’s previous token andb = ar1β is the base
of the newly formed signature.

Next, we proceed with the soundness and anonymity properties
of the solution. TheSubscribe protocol involves issuing a CL sig-
nature on a hidden value, the security of which has been shown
in [15]. The random valuer perfectly hides the messagem, and
the server does not learn any information about the value theuser
encodes in the signature. Then in theAccess protocol, the user is

required to prove the validity of its token which is not possible with-
out having a token issued by the server. Also, the user will not be
able to reuse one of the old token since the server records allprevi-
ously used tokens. The anonymity property in theAccess protocol
is fulfilled by (i) making sure that the previous token is randomized
(i.e., the server cannot link a token to one of its previouslyissued
tokens) and (ii) the server does not learn any information about the
messages encoded in the new token it is creating.

Finally, we would like to note that the solution remains secure
even if a malicious client chooses values ofm̂ using a certain (fixed
or predictable) pattern. The security of the approach lies not in the
valuesm andm̂ being unpredictable, but rather in the fact that a
client cannot forge a server’s signature on a value ofm that has
not be used before (and the server checks its records for pastvalues
of m). Thus, sharing of credentials is not possible in presence of
malicious and/or colluding clients.

7. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORM-
ANCE EVALUATION

The client and server side of the protocols were implementedas
C++ programs, the source code of which is available. The server
listens to incoming connections and accepts subscription requests
from new clients, as well as access requests from existing clients. A
client can execute either the subscribe protocol to obtain its first to-
ken or the access protocol using its current token. The experiments
were performed on a 2GHz Power Mac G5.

We use the Miracl [36] library to perform big number operations.
Miracl provides efficient mechanisms for computing elliptic curve
and pairing operations required by our protocols. The protocols
were implemented using subgroups of elliptic curves with pairings
where the decision Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem is hard. Ac-
cording to [27], this is the most efficient and versatile typeof pair-
ings. Such groups are asymmetric meaning that the pairing func-
tion is now of the forme : G1 × G2 → GT , whereG2 is an
extension field ofG1. For our protocols this implies that certain
parameters will be elements ofG1 and others will be elements of
G2. For efficiency reasons, we chose the signature elements to lie
in G1 and most values in the server’s public key (g, gs, gu, etc.) to
be inG2.

The programs were built using DDH-hard subgroups of an MNT
elliptic curve with pairings, and for simplicity we used a pre-generated
curve provided with the Miracl library. The groups have prime or-
der q, whereq is 157 bits long, and the curve has an embedding
degree of 6. Non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs are used based
on the hash function.

Basic protocol measurements.All of our protocols use a small
number of point multiplications on elliptic curves as well as pairing
operations, with the latter being the most expensive computation.
Miracl permits us to use two types of coordinates: Affine and Pro-
jective. We first ran the protocols using both of these coordinates to
determine which type will result in faster performance. Thecom-
putation times corresponding to different parts of theSubscribe and
Access protocols are shown in Table 1. The parts of the protocols
that we measured are:

Client subscribe: (i) construction of a commitment to a message
and a ZKPK that the commitment is well formed and (ii) ver-
ification of the validity of the authentication token received
from the server.

Server subscribe: (i) verification of the client’s ZKPK and (ii)
construction of an authentication token for the client.
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Figure 1: Client (left) and server (right) performance using Affine and Projective coordinates.

New subscription Existing subscription

Client
construction signature

total
construction ofconstruction signature

totalof ZKPK verification complex ZKPK of ZKPK verification
affine 11.43 ms 889.27 ms 900.70 ms 720.86 ms 28.24 ms 931.12 ms 1680.22 ms
projective 4.75 ms 897.24 ms 901.99 ms 505.48 ms 10.57 ms 912.91 ms 1428.96 ms

Server
verification signature

total
verification of verification signature

totalof ZKPK construction complex ZKPK of ZKPK construction
affine 16.33 ms 152.85 ms 169.18 ms 672.73 ms 15.99 ms 56.78 ms 745.50 ms
projective 7.02 ms 117.85 ms 124.87 ms 486.24 ms 6.89 ms 23.30 ms 516.43 ms

Table 1: Performance of theSubscribe and Access protocols using Affine and Projective coordinates.

Client access: (i) construction of a complex ZKPK for the signa-
ture and the expiration date, (ii) construction of a commit-
ment to a new message and a ZKPK that the commitment is
well formed, and (iii) verification of the validity of the new
authentication token received from the server.

Server access:(i) verification of the client’s complex ZKPK, (ii)
verification of the client’s ZKPK of the commitment, and (iii)
construction of a new authentication token.

The Access protocol was implemented using the range proof of
15 bits for the expiration date. These performance results are also
plotted in Figure 1 and demonstrate that the largest overhead is
due to signature verification (used in bothSubscribe andAccess)
and complex ZKPK construction and verification (used inAccess)
because of expensive pairing operations.

All numbers shown in this section correspond to the average time
computed over 100 executions of the protocols with varying values
for subscription types and expiration dates. The times do not in-
clude delays due to communication, as our goal is to show perfor-
mance overheads associated with using cryptographic anonymity
techniques.

As Figure 1 illustrates, the use of Projective coordinates gener-
ally resulted in superior performance. It appears that performance
of signature verification that mostly consists of pairing computa-
tions was insignificantly affected by the change, and the biggest
difference is seen in performance of point multiplication operations
on the curve. Because of faster performance of Projective coordi-
nates, all other experiments were run using only this type.

Varying bitlengths in the range proof. The next experiment we
performed was to see how changing the bit length of the range proof

in theAccess protocol affects the performance of the protocol. Fig-
ure 2 shows the computation required to construct and verifythe
complex ZKPK in the protocol as a function of the number of bits
in the range proof (left) and the overall computation of the proto-
col for the client and the server as a function of the number ofbits
(right). Since the computation involved in a subscribe request is
not affected, its performance is not included in the figures and can
be found in Table 1.

An interesting observation here is that increasing the bitlength of
the range proof does not significantly affect the performance of the
protocol, and the pairing evaluations used in verifying thevalidity
of a signature still outweigh the other parts of the protocol. Zero-
knowledge proofs are traditionally considered to be computation-
ally expensive, but in our case they do not constitute the majority
of the protocols’ overhead.

Communication requirements.Even though the signature scheme
we utilize in the protocol results in compact authentication tokens,
we were interested in measuring the total communication require-
ments of the protocols, especially with a varying number of ele-
ments in the range zero-knowledge proof. Thus, we next report on
communication requirements of the protocols.

Points on an elliptic curve inG1 are represented as two|q|-bit
coordinatesx andy. It is possible to store just the first coordinate
x and, given the curve parameters, compute the second oney. This,
however, increases the computation which is undesirable. Since in
our case the messages transmitted are short and we are interested
in reducing computational load on both the client and the server,
we store (and transmit) both coordinates. Thus, the numberswe
present can as high as twice that of the theoretical bounds, but our
goal here is to report the actual performance results. Similarly with
the extension fieldG2, each point now is represented as 2 coordi-
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Figure 2: Computation time for the complex ZKPK and the
total computation time per access.

nates of6|q| bits each.
Figure 3 shows the amount of data that needs to be transmitted

by a client and the server during execution of the protocols.Since
the bases in ZKPKs are known to both parties, they do not need
to be transmitted and are not accounted for. As the figure shows,
the server’s response has identical size for new and existing sub-
scriptions (a single signature is sent). The size of the client access
request only slightly increases with the increase in the number of
bits in the range proof, and the largest transmission depicted on the
graph does not exceed 3KB. This means that all transmissionsare
very short and efficient.

Protocols without specifying subscription type.Since some sub-
scription services might provide only a single type of access to all
of the customers, there will be no need in including the typet in the
authentication protocols. This means that we will be able toshorten
the signature and lower the computation associated with theproto-
cols. When the type is not used, this change might be particularly
desirable because signature verification constitutes a large part of
the computation overhead.

To evaluate how significantly removal of the subscription type
from the signature affects the performance of the protocols, we ex-
cluded the type and re-ran the experiments. Comparison of the
performance of the protocols with and without subscriptiontype is
depicted in Figure 4. As expected, the change most significantly
influenced the signature verification time (in clientSubscribe and
Access protocols), and resulted in lowering the computation over-
head by 20–25%. It also had a noticeable impact on the server’s
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Figure 3: Size of transmission by client and server for new and
existing subscriptions.

time necessary to process client access requests. Processing of
client subscribe requests, however, did not result in significant low-
ering of the server’s computation time (the difference is about 6ms
on average) because of the efficiency of point multiplications inG1.

Practical considerations.To ensure that a customer is not denied
access to the systems after a network or a computer failure, the
server should record used values ofm only after the completion of
the protocol. That is, if the client already supplied the current value
of m to the server, but did not successfully finish the protocol, it
should be able to use that value again when it restarts the protocol.

To achieve full anonymity, the customers are advised to use net-
work anonymizers (e.g., [25]) to route their packets, so that infer-
ences about their identities cannot made from the IP addresses and
other network-based information. Such recommendation is not spe-
cific to this work and applies to other solutions that provideclient
anonymity, and thus techniques that provide anonymous routing are
outside of scope of this work.

8. EXTENSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In our scheme, there were two parameters to each subscription:

typet and expiration dated. At the subscription time both of them
were known to the service provider, while at the access time one
was open while the other remained hidden. In general, subscrip-
tions might depend on a different number of parameters, someof
which are to be hidden from the service provider at subscription
time, access time, or both. Thus, by varying the number of hidden
and open parameters (while enforcing required constraintson them
using ZKPKs), the approach could be used with a wider range of
applications. Chaining of user tokens in our case gives the service
provider a higher level of protection than before since authentica-
tion tokens cannot be shared or duplicated by dishonest users.

Since an extension to a varying number of parameters is rather
straightforward, we do not list full details of how this is accom-
plished, but only comment on certain aspects of it. As an example,
consider a system where a user is permitted to select a certain num-
ber of categories from the list of topical categories available, with-
out the server knowing which categories the user chose. Thenat
the time of subscribing, the user will send a commitment to a num-
ber of hidden attributesp1, . . ., pk (protected by a random value
r) and execute a number of ZKPKs on these attributes. Similarly,
at the time of access the user sends in clear attributes that are to be
opened (these are incorporated into the signature verification proof)
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and possibly proves statements in ZK about other attributesthat re-
main hidden. Thus, it is possible to accommodate a wide rangeof
possible subscription types and policies associated with such ser-
vices using the approach offered in this work.

To summarize, this work gives the design and implementationof
a system that allows users to anonymously access services included
in their subscription. One of its compelling features is that, despite
being anonymous, users are unable to abuse the system. Addition-
ally, our empirical results indicate that computational requirements
due to the cryptographic protocols are low enough to be supported
by today’s services.
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APPENDIX

A. ZERO-KNOWLEDGE PROOFS OF
KNOWLEDGE

A ZKPK of the discrete logarithm ofM = gx to the baseg is
performed as follows [20, 35]:

1. U choosesr
R
← Zq, computes commitmentt = gr, and sends

t to S .

2. S chooses the challengec
R
← {0, 1}κ and sends it toU .

3. U computes the responses = r − cx (mod q) and sendss
to S .

4. S accepts ifgsMc = t.

This protocol is an honest verifier zero-knowledge proof of knowl-
edge ifκ = Θ(poly(log q)) and a zero-knowledge proof of knowl-
edge ifκ = O(log log q) executed poly log number of times. The
above ZKPK can be viewed as a special case of a proof of knowl-
edge of the discrete logarithm representation. The knowledge of the
discrete logarithm representation ofM to the basesg1, . . . , gn is
the knowledge ofx1, . . . ,xn such thatM = gx1

1 gx2

2 . . .gxn
n holds.

The ZKPK of the discrete log representation then proceeds similar
to the above proof with the following differences:U first chooses

r1, . . ., rn
R
← Zq and computes the commitmentt = gr1

1 . . .grn
n .

As before,S chooses the challengec
R
← {0, 1}κ, butU computes

the response assi = ri − cxi (mod q) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and sends
s1, . . ., sn to S . To verify,S checks whethert = Mcgr1

1 . . .grn
n .

Next, we describe a proof that a committed value is either 0 or
1 [22, 23] (used in theAccess protocol to show the validity of the
expiration date). Recall thatM = com(xi) is hyi if xi = 0, and
it is ghyi otherwise. The user proves that she knows either discrete
log of M to baseh or discrete log ofM/g to the same baseh. If
for concreteness we letxi = 1, then the proof proceeds as follows:

1. U choosesr2, s1
R
← Zq, c1

R
← {0, 1}κ and computes com-

mitmentst1 = Mc1hs1 and t2 = hr2 and sendst1, t2 to
S .

2. S chooses a random challengec
R
← {0, 1}κ and sends it to

U .

3. U computesc2 = c ⊕ c1 (where⊕ denotes XOR) and then
computes the responses2 = r2 − c2yi (mod q) and sends
s1, s2, c1, c2 to S .

4. S accepts ifc1⊕c2 = c, t1 = Mc1hs1 , andt2 = (M/g)c2hs2 .

Finally, the last condition that a user needs to prove is thatthe value
in the bitwise range proof equals to the expiration date built into
her token minus the current date. This is accomplished by using a
proof for linear relationship between exponents in different com-
mitments (see [19] for more information). More precisely, given

V = v−r
r v−d

d v
r
−1

2

sig andA = gxhy wherex = d − tcurr, it is
conducted as follows:

1. U choosesrr, rd, rsig , rh
R
← Zq, setsrg = q − rd, and com-

putes commitmentst1 = vrr
r vrd

d v
rsig

sig andt2 = grghrh . U
sendst1 andt2 to S .



2. S chooses the challengec
R
← {0, 1}κ and sends it toU .

3. U computes the responsesr = rr − cr (mod q), sd =
rd − cd (mod q), ssig = rsig − cr−1

2 (mod q), sg = rg −
cx (mod q), andsh = rh − cy (mod q); then sendssr, sd,
ssig, sg, sh to S .

4. S accepts ift1 = V cvsr
r vsd

d v
ssig

sig , t2 = Acgsghsh , andsd +
sg = c · tcurr (mod q).


